
COMP 5900: Mining Software Repositories

1 Short Description

Introduction to the methods and techniques of mining software engineer-
ing data. Software repositories and their associated data. Data extraction
and mining. Data analysis and interpretation (statistics, metrics, machine
learning). Empirical case studies.

2 Description

Software development projects generate impressive amounts of data. Mining
software repositories research aims to extract information from the various
artifacts produced during the evolution of a software system and inferring
the relationships between them. This course will introduce the methods
and tools of mining software repositories and artifacts used by software de-
velopers and researchers. Students will learn to extract and abstract data
from software artifacts and repositories, such as source code, version control
systems and revisions, issue-tracking systems, and mailing-lists and discus-
sions. Students will also learn about various techniques of analyzing this
data in order to identify meaningful relationships, patterns and trends, to
recover behaviours and software development processes from evidence, or to
empirically test hypotheses about software development.

3 Prerequisite

Students are expected to have some background in software development and
software engineering. Prior knowledge of data mining, machine learning,
statistics and natural language processing would be an asset, but is not
required.

4 Objectives

This graduate course explores the mining of data in software repositories in
order to help researchers gain empirically based understanding of software
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development practices, and to support practitioners in managing, maintain-
ing, and evolving complex software projects. The course will discuss leading
research in the areas of mining software repositories. Papers discussed in
this course will give students a glimpse of leading research which transforms
software repositories from static record keeping repositories to active repos-
itories that are used by researchers and practitioners to better understand
and predict software development activities instead of depending on personal
experiences and intuition. Students will be able to extract and analyze infor-
mation from multiple software repositories in order to reason about existing
software systems and development processes, as well to validate hypothe-
ses about software development using data extracted from existing software
systems.

5 Content Overview

The course will be adjusted according to students’ interests and experience.
This is an overview of the kinds of topics the course could cover:

• Mining software repositories (data extraction and analysis)

• Development team processes

• Software development tools and environments

• Software analytics

• Software visualization

• Mining social data

• Software evolution

• Quantitative and qualitative evaluation of software engineering re-
search

6 Evaluation

• Weekly paper reviews (10%)

• Assignment (PROMISE Hackathon) (10%)

• Class participation and discussion (10%)

• Paper presentations (20%)

• Course project (50%)
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